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Its not very often that a new property comes on the market that not only has the
traditional features to resemble the other heritage properties on the street with its
red brick Victorian style facade, it is one of the only detached properties on this
coveted street. To truly set this apart, its modern internal redecoration is done to
the highest standard with items of the highest spec. The property was
constructed in 2010 in the ground of the Hampton Road corner plot, and the
current owners have taken this back to shell, and converted into a home with
smart home features and a contemporary styled.

Walpole Road, TW2 £1,450,000
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On the ground floor there is an entrance hall with a boutique style WC,
main reception and living area with feature bay window and shutters, two
sets of French patio doors leading to the surrounding grounds offering
plenty of natural light, under-floor smart heating throughout and fitted
kitchen with integrated Neff appliances. The kitchen flows into the living
space with a well-integrated island. Upstairs there are two double
bedrooms and a family bathroom which has been uniquely designed with
Ted Baker tiles and large feature sink with intricate design. On the top floor
the large master bedroom includes a fitted dressing area and a second
shower room. The clever use of space in this house makes a house of this
size feel very roomy.

Externally, the ground has been completely re-designed. The entrance
pathway is lined with Victorian style tiles and a well maintained lawn in the
front garden with newly installed fences throughout the boundary. Off
street parking for multiple vehicles and access is secured by an electronic
sliding gate designed to integrate with the fence. An electric car charger
point from Andersen Chargers is also provided. The composite decking
area with its array of plants and feature fountain and the automatic
external lighting system provides a special Mediterranean feel. There is a
large storage shed which could be converted into an office workspace.

The house has several smart features that include electronic lighting with
Apple Home, or Home assistant for control, smart radiator and heating
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Energy Rating: TBC We aim to make our particulars both accurate and reliable. However they are
not guaranteed; nor do they form part of an offer or contract. If you require clarification on any points
then please contact us, especially if you’re traveling some distance to view. Please note that
appliances and heating systems have not been tested and therefore no warranties can be given as
to their good working order


